**CPE F6120 - Maintenance**

- Diagnostics: Removed 1.1.1.1 as MakoScope IP, 1.2.3.4 still available.
- Firewall: Fixed issue with FTP NAT ALG on 6600/7600/8600 series Makos.
- Firewall: Fixed issue with single-IP static routes on LAN interfaces.
- IDS: Added support to whitelist worm alerts by IP address.
- IDS: Improved IDS configuration and diagnostics.
- Hardware: Fixed issue with 6600 status LED not updating when switching back from a secondary WAN.
- Hotspot: Cleaned up log messages.

- Internet: Fixed issue with static routes on DHCP WANs.
- Multicast: Fixed issue on 6600/7600 series Makos.
- Network: Fixed issue with missing static routes in rare situations.
- VLAN: Added the ability for bridged LANs to be VLAN trunks, and for WLANs to bridge VLANs.
- VPN Cloud: Fixed issue with tunnels not restarting in rare situations on 6600 series Makos with dual SIM cellular.
- Worm Alerts: Added ability to whitelist IPs/subnets from triggering worm alerts.

Please consider the environment before printing this document.